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Media as Synthetic Environment

© Saari 1998
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Layer of media- and
communication
technology

Factors influencing psychological effects

1. Hardware
Type of hardware

-Display, interaction devices, peripheral devices
-Large or small vs. human scale (including the visual screen)
-Mobile or immobile
-Close or far from body (intimate-personal-social distance)

2. Software (logical)
Ways of interaction
Via user interface

-Dialogical (lots of user control, lots of adaptive computer response,
active exploration)
-Narrative (lots of user control, little adaptive computer response,
active exploration)
-Multimodal interaction

Visual and functional form
of user interface

-Way of presenting controls in an interface visually and functionally
-Blended with the form of symbolical information

3. Content

A. Substance

-The essence of the event described
-Type of substance (factual/imaginary; genre, other)
-Ways of emphasizing explicit, literal meanings to describe events by
authors
-Ways of emphasizing less explicit meanings, such as symbols or
archetypes or aesthetic devices such as narrative techniques to
describe events by authors

B. Form

Modalities -Text, video, audio, graphics, animation, etc.

Visual layout -Ways of presenting various shapes, colors, font types, groupings and
other relationships or expressive properties of visual representations
-Ways of integrating modalities into the user interface

Structure -Ways of presenting modalities, visual layout and other elements of
form and their relationships over time
-Linear and/or non-linear structure (sequential vs. parallel; narrative
techniques, hypertextuality) © Saari 2003-2010
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Dimension What does it mean How important it is
for MX

Example To think about

A. Feeling: Emotions How does one
dominantly feel while using
media: joyful, happy,
relaxed, bored, angry

Core component of
MX because it can create
strong motivation to
approach / avoid media

Entertainment TV
programming often
relaxes people, comedy
makes them happy,
human-interest stories in
newspapers product
positive emotion

Perhaps the most
important factor in
explaining media use, is
rather easy to manipulate
and create different
emotional templates for
different uses

Flow How one immerses
oneself into media as an
interesting task, loses
track of time, focuses only
on media

A component of
media use when media
use leads to an optimal
state of immersion and
focus only on media

Computer games in
which player skills and
challenges of the task are
in balance often produce
flow.

This does not always
happen with media to a
great degree, may take
special designs to
achieve in real life. May
be difficult to manipulate.

Spatial presence How one feels
psychologically transported
into the narrative or visual
world of the media,
forgetting the immediate
surroundings

This happens
automatically with most
media although depth
may vary.

A textual story in
which the reader is vividly
present in the story and
its events in her mind. A
visually immersive media
presentation

This happens
automatically to a greater
or lesser degree with
media. May be difficult to
manipulate exactly.

Social presence How one feels the
presence of other people
via media, are other people
present in media to
interact with or to
perceive.

This happens
automatically when there
are social elements in the
content or media format.

Reading textual
stories and then sharing
them with friends. Seeing
how many other readers
are reading the news
story one is now reading.

Can be powerful as
social contact is a strong
motivation to action.
Often overdesigned into
media so that there are
social possibilities
everywhere.

B. Thinking:
Interestingness

Is the media content
one is consuming
personally relevant or
important

Core component of
MX because it creates
strong motivation to
approach / avoid media

Scanning a webpage
for interesting news, only
reading those that
interest you

Can be a powerful
way to design media, if
you knew what interests
people you would have a
very large audience,
difficult to manipulate

Usefulness Media is used as a tool
for some end, for instance
updating financial news
situation in the world

A component of
media used as a tool

Some media are
clearly tools to do
something, like financial
news. However, often
media use is not goal
oriented consciously.

Brand experience:
familiarity,
trustworthiness

A person follows a
media because one is
familiar with it and it is
trustworthy: brand
promise

Core component of
media consumption,
people often use media
they are familiar with and
that has a certain brand

Checking your
favorite brand news sites
in the morning

Powerful predictor of
media use, but difficult to
manipulate as it is a slow
effort to change the
brand and it may involve
risk of alienating existing
users© Saari 2014

Psychological Customization
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Action Conceptual work Design work Measuring and
analysis work

1.Select target
experience

Discuss with outside experts, have
an in-house team come up with the
actual concepts

n/a n/a

2.Analyze elements
of your product

Use an outside consultant to explain
to your in-house team the basics,
then do the work yourself

Inform your design-team about
the conceptual division of
elements so you speak the
same language

n/a

3.Select which
elements to change
to achieve target
experience

Discuss with outside experts, have
an in-house team come up with the
actual concepts. Be realistic about
what you can change in your
product in real life and how much it
would cost. Also be ambitious if
needed to be able to create new
products and services.

Inform your design-team about
the conceptual division of
elements so you speak the
same language

n/a

4.Make (lots of)
prototypes

Have the concepts be led by a
concept manager who truly grasps
the idea and can monitor the work
of design team

In-house team does the
concepts, perhaps an outside
consultant to help

n/a

5.Test the effect of
final prototypes on
target media
experience

Outsource the measurement and
analysis, but make sure you
demand that you ask simple
questions about your product which
are the basis of measures and
analysis, otherwise you may face
overwhelming complexity of data
and interpretation of it. Also make
sure you measure with the right
target population or your data could
be worthless.

Have the design team be
present and learn in-depth the
results of the tests, because
they are the ones who should
be able to change the
prototype based on results as
needed.

Measurements are
best handled by
outside sources, such
as consultants or
universities, analysis
requires significant
know-how
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